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Introduction
Rondo Community Land Trust (CLT) has been 
providing affordable homeownership in Ramsey 
County, Minnesota using a ground-lease 
community land trust model since 1993. Rondo 
CLT began planning what is now known as the 
Selby-Milton-Victoria (SMV) project in 2009, 
and the development was ongoing at the time 
this report was published. The SMV project 
includes two sites along central Selby Avenue in 
St. Paul, one on Selby and Milton Avenues and 
one on Selby and Victoria Avenues. The building 
on each of these sites will be a mixed-use new 
construction project with affordable commercial 
space on the ground floor and affordable senior 
rental above. 
When the SMV project began, very few CLTs 
across the country were dealing in commercial 
property. There were no clear commercial 
CLT models in practice nor any written “best 
practices” for the model as there is for residential 
CLTs. Even in the larger nonprofit arena, there 
is relatively little effort made towards creating 
and preserving long-term affordable commercial 
space. 
Providing affordable commercial space in a 
community can create jobs, increase wealth, 
and build the capacity of a community. Rondo 
CLT recognized a need for this in its community, 
which led to the pursuit of an affordable 
commercial development. With the SMV project, 
Rondo CLT seeks to prototype the commercial 
community land trust model for other nonprofit 
organizations to learn from in their pursuit of 
providing affordable commercial space in their 
communities. 
This report is intended to provide insight for 
nonprofit organizations on the opportunities and 
challenges of developing affordable commercial 
space. Policymakers, governmental staff, funders, 
and community organizations interested in 
supporting the development of affordable 
commercial space will also find this report 
useful. After providing context and background 
information on the SMV project, this report will 
outline the “key questions” surrounding the 
implementation of a commercial community 
land trust model. This report will also summarize 
the lessons learned by Rondo CLT from the 
SMV project to date. This report will not detail 
the development of this project except where 
necessary. From a development standpoint, 
developing affordable commercial space is in 
many ways the same as developing any other 
type of property. 
The information in this report was gathered by 
holding interviews with people involved in the 
project and stakeholders of the project in order to 
document Rondo CLT’s experience with affordable 
commercial development. When necessary, 
the report will call on past research that Rondo 
CLT commissioned during the planning and 
development of the SMV project. Much of this 
research is included in the appendices of this 
report for reference.
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About Rondo Community Land Trust
Rondo CLT is a community based affordable 
housing land trust operating in Ramsey County, 
Minnesota since 1993. Rondo CLT serves 
households below 80% of the area median 
income and strives to serve individuals and 
families who have historically been excluded 
from homeownership. Rondo CLT provides 
permanently affordable homeownership by 
separating the ownership of the building and 
the land with a ground lease. Rondo CLT home 
buyers purchase only the building and enter into 
a 99-year ground lease with Rondo CLT for the 
exclusive use of the land. To ensure affordability 
for future generations of home buyers, Rondo 
CLT’s ground lease includes a limited appreciation 
formula that is used upon the resale of the home. 
When a homeowner decides to sell their house, 
they ground lease requires them to sell it to 
another household of low- to moderate-income 
for the original sales price plus up to 25% of any 
appreciation in the home’s value. This formula 
allows the home to remain affordable for future 
home buyers while also allowing the original 
buyer to gain equity.
Rondo CLT’s work is not limited to providing 
housing for low- to moderate-income families. 
Rondo CLT also seeks to preserve the economic 
and cultural diversity of the community. See 
Rondo CLT’s vision and mission statements, to 
the right, from its 2015-2020 strategic plan. This 
expanded mission stems from the historical 
context of Rondo CLT’s service area.
A Brief History of Rondo
Rondo CLT’s original service area was limited to 
the Summit-University and Lexington-Hamline 
neighborhoods in St. Paul, which represents 
the area of the historic Rondo neighborhood. 
Rondo CLT Vision Statement
The Rondo community, along with targeted 
areas of Ramsey County, has an adequate 
supply of high quality, permanently affordable 
housing choices for low and moderate-
income, multi-generational households 
as a result of the Rondo CLT. The Rondo 
community has a growing economic and 
cultural diversity due to targeted commercial 
and residential strategies supported by Rondo 
CLT.
Rondo CLT Mission
To strengthen and preserve communities by 
providing and advocating for permanently 
affordable, sustainable housing for families 
and individuals with low to moderate 
incomes.
To promote the utilization of the land 
trust model as a method of preserving 
affordable housing and economic growth and 
neighborhood stabilization. 
To support and celebrate cultural diversity by 
providing affordable business opportunities 
to increase community economic wealth, 
property values and jobs.
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Rondo was St. Paul’s largest African American 
neighborhood through the 1960s. Rondo had a 
thriving business corridor and was in many ways 
and for many reasons completely independent 
of white society that surrounded the 
neighborhood—in part due to a discriminatory 
housing market and redlining but also due to 
the economic vitality and diversity of the Rondo 
community. 
The construction of Interstate 94 through the 
Rondo neighborhood in the 1960s displaced 
thousands of African Americans, and hundreds of 
African American businesses were lost. When this 
economic corridor was destroyed, there was no 
known support provided to relocate businesses 
or compensate business owners for their loss, 
and the development of African American wealth 
in St. Paul and beyond was destroyed.
Selby Avenue became a landing point for many 
African Americans displaced by the interstate 
construction to the north, and a large African 
About Rondo Community Land Trust
American population has remained in this area. 
Through the 1980s and 1990s, an epidemic 
of drugs and crime coupled with continuous 
disinvestment left the neighborhood in near 
shambles. Today, Central Selby is lined with a mix 
of housing, businesses, community institutions 
such as churches and a music academy, and a 
considerable amount of vacant land. Many of 
the houses and businesses are owned, occupied, 
and/or operated by members of the African 
American community. 
Rondo CLT’s Economic and 
Cultural Mission
Rondo CLT has long served to provide affordable 
homeownership in this area for those historically 
disadvantaged in the housing market since 
the destruction of the Rondo neighborhood, 
preserving African American homeownership in 
this historically African American neighborhood. 
Source: Minnesota Historical Society
PHOTOSFROMTHERONDONEIGHBORHOOD,CIRCA1940-1960
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Similarly, Rondo CLT seeks to assist community 
members who have been denied access to capital 
and the ability to build wealth, both historically 
and presently, in order to develop the cultural 
and economic diversity of the area. 
Rondo CLT has supported its cultural and 
economic vision in the following ways and more:
• Acting as the fiscal agent for the Central 
Selby Association, a community economic 
development organization for Central Selby
• Acting as the fiscal agent for New Lens Urban 
Mentoring Society, a cross-generational and 
culturally congruent black male mentoring 
organization based in St. Paul
• Participating in apprenticeship and 
transitional work programs to provide on-site 
home renovation and construction training 
opportunities
• Partnering with the Neighborhood 
Development Center and the Neighborhood 
Development Alliance for entrepreneurial 
training and small business development
• Developing a commercial land trust model 
focused on providing affordable commercial 
space and promoting an African American 
Cultural Corridor on Central Selby (SMV 
project)
To date, Rondo CLT’s economic work has been 
focused on developing an African American 
Cultural Corridor along Selby Avenue between 
Lexington Parkway and Dale Street (Central 
Selby). Rondo CLT has partnered with the Central 
Selby Association to help preserve and expand 
the node of African American businesses along 
Central Selby. This mission will be increasingly 
important as gentrification pressures on the 
neighborhood threaten to increase rents and 
force the existing small businesses with small 
profit margins to close or move from the 
neighborhood. 
About Rondo Community Land Trust
These gentrification pressures have been 
imminent for years, as Selby Avenue is the 
halfway point between the destination 
commercial district of Grand Avenue to the 
south and the recently redeveloping University 
Avenue light rail corridor to the north. 
Anecdotally, the number of white residents living 
in the neighborhood has increased in recent 
years. At the time of this report, two trendy 
restaurants had recently opened on Central 
Selby with resounding success. The Central Selby 
Association and Rondo CLT seek to be proactive 
towards reducing the effects of gentrification 
on the original African American population and 
businesses of this area.
TRIBUTE TO THE ORIGINAL RONDO AVENUE
Source: Minnesota Public Radio
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The Selby-Milton-Victoria Project
Rondo CLT’s SMV project is a key component of 
its cultural and economic mission. Rondo CLT’s 
SMV project began in 2009. It was then that 
Mychael Wright, a business owner on Central 
Selby and Rondo CLT board member, wondered 
aloud to Greg Finzell, executive director of Rondo 
CLT, if the residential CLT model could be applied 
to commercial property to keep it affordable. 
Mr. Wright was worried about the economic 
viability of his own business and others on the 
street if and when rents rise in the neighborhood. 
Several years of research and several more years 
of planning later, the SMV project developed 
into what will likely be its final form (closing and 
ground breaking are not anticipated until several 
months after this report is published): a two-site, 
mixed-use new construction project with long-
term affordable commercial space on the ground 
floor and affordable senior rental above. 
The two sites are just a block apart, a smaller 
building at Milton and Selby and a larger building 
at Victoria and Selby, and are treated as one 
project. The senior housing will be developed 
using Low Income Housing Tax Credits in 
partnership with a local affordable housing 
development corporation (Community Housing 
Development Corporation) and managed by 
a local property management company (BDC 
Management Co.). The commercial space will 
be developed and managed by Rondo CLT. 
There will be six commercial spaces of various 
sizes. The marketing of the space will target 
African American and neighborhood-based small 
businesses, whether new, existing, or expanding. 
Rents will be set at affordable rates for small 
businesses with small profit margins. Several of 
the commercial spaces are designated as live-
work units. 
Central Selby was selected as the target area 
for this project because of the historic lack 
of investment in this neighborhood with a 
large African American population and African 
American business node. The two sites for the 
project sat vacant for decades. Additionally, the 
impending gentrification of the neighborhood 
threatens to potentially displace the small 
businesses in this neighborhood. For example, 
small businesses that are currently housed on 
RENDERING OF THE VICTORIA SITE OF THE SMV PROJECT
Source: Rondo Community Land Trust
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Grand Avenue are finding rents increasingly 
difficult to keep up with as they have to compete 
with national chains like Walgreens, J. Crew, and 
Starbucks. At the time of this report, Central 
Selby is home to only one national chain, making 
it an attractive place for a small business to 
locate. In all likelihood, without any long term 
affordable commercial space reserved for them, 
the existing small businesses along Central Selby 
would find it difficult to compete with incoming 
higher margin and better-capitalized businesses. 
While Rondo CLT first explored the viability of 
the commercial CLT model along University 
Avenue, which also has a large African American 
population and African American business node, 
the organization ultimately decided that Central 
Selby had a greater need for this type of project. 
University Avenue, with its public investment of 
the light rail along the corridor, has been able and 
will be able to attract support fro m many other 
organizations. Central Selby will, in all likelihood, 
not.
With the SMV project, Rondo CLT hopes to 
demonstrate a model of long-term affordable 
commercial space for other organizations and 
communities to pursue. During the development 
of this project, Rondo CLT, its community, and 
its partners had to grapple with several large, 
key questions that defined the project. These 
questions are outlined in the remainder of 
this report, including Rondo CLT’s answers to 
these questions and other paths that can be 
taken. Before that, however, the concept of the 
commercial CLT and the various forms it can take 
to provide long term affordable commercial space 
will be detailed.
“If not Selby now, then when?”-Mychael Wright, Central Selby business owner and Rondo CLT board member
The Selby-Milton-Victoria Project
STEPHANIE AND MYCHAEL WRIGHT, OWNERS OF GOLDEN 
THYME COFFEE AND CAFE ON CENTRAL SELBY
Source: The Growler Magazine
GENTRIFICATION PRESSURES ARE IMMINENT ON SELBY
Source: Pioneer Press
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The Commercial CLT Model
The primary goal of a commercial CLT is to 
provide stable, affordable commercial space to a 
community. There are many different forms that 
the pursuit of this goal could take, and few of 
them translate perfectly from the residential CLT 
model. This presents challenges for existing CLTs 
interested in holding commercial property, but 
also creates the opportunity for different types 
of nonprofit organizations to develop long term 
affordable commercial space. 
There are, however, three principles of a 
residential CLT that are crucial to the success of 
a long term affordable commercial development. 
These three CLT principles make affordable 
commercial space most similar to a CLT in 
concept, regardless of the actual structure. 
The principles that any long term affordable 
commercial development must uphold include 
the holding of the property, stewardship of the 
property, and community ownership of the 
property.
The holding of the property. The organization 
must in some way maintain a permanent interest 
in the property to ensure it remains affordable in 
the long term.
The stewardship of the property. Support of the 
property and its tenants is necessary to ensure 
the success of the space.
The community ownership of the property. 
Community ownership is a crucial piece of 
affordable commercial space. The space should 
be affordable for the community it is intending to 
serve, and community ownership will ensure as 
much. 
An organization may want to structure its 
commercial CLT differently depending on its other 
goals. Possible structures of a commercial CLT 
include a lease model, an ownership model, or 
another model like a cooperative.
Lease Structure
At the time of this report, Rondo CLT had decided 
to use a lease structure for their affordable 
commercial space, owning both the ground and 
the building and leasing out the space. During 
planning and development, this model proved 
to serve Rondo CLT’s goals for the project and to 
be the most economically feasible. Choosing this 
structure also allows Rondo CLT some flexibility 
to change the structure if they determine that 
there would be a better model more suited to the 
project once in operation.
A commercial CLT with a lease structure has 
many benefits. A lease requires little up-front 
investment from the tenant beyond build-out 
costs, which helps ensure affordability especially 
for those populations which have historically 
been denied access to capital. Leases can also 
easily be tailored to meet the needs of each 
Many nonprofits already develop 
commercial space. How is a 
commercial CLT different?
Nonprofits developing commercial 
space as part of a mixed-use affordable 
development is nothing new. Often, though 
not always, this commercial space is made 
available for tenants that serve some public 
purpose. Providing affordable commercial 
space, however, is rarely a goal of these 
developments, and rents are set at market 
rate.
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individual tenant. For these reasons, a lease 
structure provides a clear path for ensuring 
affordability and stability for tenants. Leases 
are also common and fairly straightforward for 
commercial real estate so the commercial CLT 
does not have to necessarily break new ground 
with a leasing structure.
A lease structure does not, however, lend itself 
well to equity building for commercial tenants. 
Equity development is a key part of many CLT’s 
residential model, but this feature is financially 
more complex with commercial property, as will 
be explained below. 
Ownership Structure
There are several structures of a commercial 
CLT where the tenant purchases and owns their 
commercial space. Such structures include 
ground leasing, condominiums, and lease-to-
own/option-to-purchase. Each of these options 
has similar advantages and complications. 
A ground lease structure would most resemble 
the standard residential CLT model. In this 
structure, a qualifying small business owner 
would purchase the space at an affordable price 
and lease the land from the organization. The 
ground lease would require that if and when 
the owner sells the space, they receive a limited 
portion of equity from the sale and that they 
sell to a qualified buyer. The same concept can 
be applied to a condominium or lease-to-own 
structure. 
Ownership structures provide tenants with the 
two key benefits of stable, affordable commercial 
space and equity building. Ownership also has 
community benefits, both ensuring that the 
business owners have a vested stake in the 
community and that the business owners develop 
standing in the community. However, there are 
several disadvantages to an ownership structure 
for the purposes of a commercial CLT, and many 
unknowns about this structure remain.
An ownership structure requires an investment 
up front from the tenant for a down payment in 
order to get the purchase financed. Depending 
on the organization’s goals for the commercial 
space, this may not necessarily be a deal breaker, 
but it can affect the affordability of the space. For 
example, an organization with a goal of getting 
established businesses into their own space may 
not be deterred by this problem. However, Rondo 
CLT’s goal for the SMV project is to serve African 
American business owners. African Americans 
have long been discriminated against in the 
capital lending market and have been systemically 
prevented from building the wealth necessary to 
make a down payment. Because of this, they are 
often forced to make unfavorable financial deals 
for the sake of their business, such as a taking 
out a loan with a high interest rate or taking out a 
second mortgage on their home. Rondo CLT seeks 
to avoid these situations for its tenants. 
While ownership of the commercial space 
presents the opportunity for ground leaseholders 
to build equity in the property, the equity building 
formula is not as straightforward for commercial 
property as it is for residential for several reasons. 
In theory, the commercial model could work 
exactly like the residential model, as described 
above. However, the commercial market is 
more volatile than the residential market, and 
appreciation is far from guaranteed. 
In addition, there are more risks and expenses 
inherent in developing and operating commercial 
property that make ownership and equity 
building less feasible from an affordability 
perspective. For example, for an affordable 
commercial project that houses several tenants, 
the commercial CLT takes out a loan on the 
whole project. Each tenant would then take out 
a loan on the portion of the project that they 
purchase. Issues arise if one of these tenants 
were to default on their loan. First, the bank 
would seize their portion of the project, and then 
any subsidy that the commercial CLT invested 
into keeping that space affordable is lost. Now, 
The Commercial CLT Model
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because the commercial CLT has one loan for 
the whole project, the burden of paying off the 
defaulted tenant’s portion of its debt service is 
placed on the remaining tenants and affordability 
is compromised. There is much more risk in a 
commercial CLT deal than in a residential CLT 
deal, where each property has its own isolated 
financing and the outcomes of one property do 
not impact the outcomes of another in the trust.
Among all of these potential issues, there is the 
added complexity of leasing the land for a multi-
story building. As will be described in this report, 
it may not be financially feasible to develop 
a small commercial space, and developing a 
building a multi-story building may be the only 
way to provide affordable commercial space.
Structuring ground leases for a multi-story 
building may be too complex or not possible.
When grappling with the opportunities and 
challenges that an ownership structure provides, 
a commercial CLT should consider the needs of its 
community. Target tenants may not be interested 
in owning their space. Ownership of commercial 
space can often become a second business, 
where the tenant must not only manage their 
business but also their property.  Along with that 
management comes the cost of maintaining a 
property, which can at times be staggering. This 
can be especially troublesome for target tenants 
of affordable commercial space if their margins 
are small. These businesses may have a smaller 
safety net for the major expenses of ownership.
While Rondo CLT has chosen a lease structure 
over an ownership structure at the time of this 
report, it plans to continue exploring ways to 
allow ownership and/or equity building in its 
model. This will be more easily explored once the 
project is completed and cash flows are realized. 
Other Structures
Because the commercial CLT is relatively new 
and uncharted territory, organizations maintain 
flexibility to be creative and find a structure that 
will work best for them and their community. 
There are many other structures that can provide 
affordable commercial space while also meeting 
the three tenants of a commercial CLT. Among 
these are cooperative models and co-working 
space. 
In a cooperative structure, business owners 
become members by buying shares which entitle 
them to the use of the property. A cooperative 
model, whether lease-based or ownership-
based, would have the same advantages and 
challenges as the structures described above. A 
cooperative structure, however, has its own legal 
structure which can be tailored to the needs of 
the community and offer an innovative approach 
to providing affordable commercial space. In 
this structure, the organization could maintain 
ownership of the land and write a 99-year lease 
for all the commercial space to the cooperative, 
which would lease it out. Alternatively, after 
the project is completed, a cooperative could 
be formed as a separate entity from the original 
developing organization. The original organization 
can then serve as a steward. An existing 
cooperative may be interested in pursuing a 
cooperative model of affordable commercial 
space. 
Co-working space is another structure that 
can be well suited to providing affordable 
commercial space to a community. With this 
structure, members of the co-working space 
pay an affordable rate to use the shared space 
provided by the organization. This includes space 
for working, hosting meetings and events, and 
networking with other members. Co-working 
spaces do not have to be limited to desk and 
service based jobs. Workshops, commercial 
kitchens, and outdoor spaces are all well suited 
to co-working arrangements for a variety of 
professions. Co-working can be a useful structure 
in markets where commercial space or the ability 
to develop commercial space is unavailable or 
prohibitively expensive.
The Commercial CLT Model
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KeyQuestions
This section of the report will outline several of 
the important questions an organization must 
consider when developing affordable commercial 
space. These questions stand regardless of 
structure and may help determine the proper 
structure to use.
What are the goals of the project? What greater 
mission is the project serving?
Is the project legally feasible? How does 
the project fit into the bylaws and articles of 
incorporation?
What form will the project take? New 
construction? Rehab? Mixed-use? 
How will the project be funded? How many 
private loans can be taken out?
What if the project needs gap funding while in 
operations?How will the gap be met?
How will the commercial CLT be operated? Who 
will make decisions? How will decisions be made? 
How will rents be set?
How will tenants build equity? How will an 
equity formula affect long-term affordability?
What are the goals of the 
project?
The first and most important question that an 
organization must ask themselves is why it wants 
to develop affordable commercial space. It is 
important to understand the goals of the project 
in order to answer the remaining questions.
A commercial CLT does not have to be limited to a 
general economic development goal. Such a goal 
is almost inherent in the project itself. Rather, an 
organization should dig deeper. What is driving 
the need for this type of project? Is there a 
specific area that needs the development? 
Why? Is there a specific population that 
needs to be targeted? Why? Why develop 
now? What other functions or services can 
the development provide? Answering these 
questions will help ensure that the project is 
purposeful and well-rounded.
Rondo CLT began exploring a commercial 
CLT with the goal of providing affordable 
commercial space to African American business 
owners in St. Paul. Through the exploratory 
and planning phases of the project, several 
additional goals were realized. These goals 
have helped shape the SMV project and its 
development. 
Rondo CLT’s goals include:
• Provide long-term affordable commercial 
space for African American owned small 
businesses in a gentrifying area 
• Promote an African American Cultural 
Corridor along Central Selby
• Increase street vitality by developing vacant 
lots along Central Selby
• Serve as a pilot demonstration of 
developing long term, self-sustaining 
affordable commercial space
• Provide senior community members with 
affordable rental housing
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Is the project legally 
feasible?
When considering a commercial development, a 
nonprofit organization must determine if they are 
legally allowed to deal in commercial property. 
Organizations should consult their articles of 
incorporation and by-laws for potential conflicts. 
Organizations should also determine how 
affordable commercial development will affect 
their tax-exempt status, if applicable.
To review its articles of incorporation and by-laws, 
Rondo CLT partnered with the William Mitchell 
College of Law’s Community Development 
Clinic to have law students research whether 
the organization could legally use the land trust 
model for affordable commercial space (see 
Appendix A). The students found that Rondo 
CLT’s articles listed out several housing-related 
activities that serve its charitable purpose, 
which did not explicitly or implicitly include or 
exclude any commercial-related activities. The 
list of Rondo CLT’s charitable activities is stated 
as including but not limited to housing-related 
activities, leaving the possibility of commercial-
related activities open for Rondo CLT. A review 
of Rondo CLT’s bylaws found that they did not 
restrict the organization to housing-related 
activities, although much of the language outlines 
only the management and regulation of their 
housing activities which may not translate to any 
commercial-related activities the organization 
pursues. The students recommended that the 
bylaws be amended to include the management 
and regulation of commercial activities.  
Nonprofit organizations should perform a similar 
review and make any necessary amendments 
to these documents to allow for commercial 
activities. Organizations may also want to review 
their mission and vision statements to include 
commercial activities.
A nonprofit must ensure that any new 
commercial activities will not threaten any tax-
exempt status for federal and state income, 
business, or property taxes. Rondo CLT, as a 
501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, must ensure 
that its commercial project will primarily serve 
its exempt purpose, “charitable,” in order to 
continue to be exempt from federal and state 
income taxation. The William Mitchell law 
students recommended that the organization 
seek professional nonprofit legal counsel 
for advisement on structuring an affordable 
commercial project without violating 501(c)(3) 
requirements.
Throughout the planning and development 
process, Rondo CLT consulted with their attorney 
to provide them with advice on the SMV project. 
Rondo CLT also enlisted a development lawyer 
to join the project team to provide insight and 
guidance throughout the process.
What form will the project 
take?
An organization must consider what type of 
commercial development they want to pursue. 
This decision will be highly intertwined with the 
question of funding, which will be covered further 
below. An organization must choose to either 
pursue a new construction project or purchase 
and rehab an existing building. An organization 
must also decide between pursuing a mixed-use 
project or limiting the project to commercial. 
These decisions must be rooted in the goals of 
the project. For example, one of Rondo CLT’s 
goals for the SMV project was to develop vacant 
lots along Central Selby. This goal could only 
be achieved with a new construction project. 
Pursuing a mixed-use development also allows 
Rondo CLT to provide affordable senior rental 
housing in the community and accomplish an 
additional goal. In addition, some development 
costs can be spread across the two uses of a 
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mixed-use project, which can make the project 
more economically feasible. If the commercial 
space costs less to develop, it can be sold or 
leased for a lower rate.
An organization interested in revitalizing a 
community that has stagnant development 
and vacant lots may want to pursue a new 
construction project as Rondo CLT did. However, 
an organization interested in revitalizing a 
community with many vacant buildings may be 
better suited to rehabbing an existing building. An 
organization that recognizes a need for housing 
in the community may determine that a mixed-
use project would be most beneficial to the 
community and worth pursuing.
An existing organization with experience 
rehabbing may be reluctant to pursue a new 
construction project or an existing organization 
without housing experience may be reluctant 
to pursue a mixed-use project, but these fears 
can be mitigated by bringing on partners to 
complete the project. Rondo CLT partnered 
with a local affordable housing development 
corporation to develop and manage the housing 
aspect of the project so Rondo CLT could focus 
on the development and management of the 
commercial aspect.
How will the project be 
funded?
Funding a commercial development in a way 
that ensures affordability for tenants is one of 
the biggest challenges of a commercial CLT. With 
the SMV project, Rondo CLT seeks to create a 
commercial CLT model that will be self-sustaining 
and not require any regular funding to keep the 
commercial space affordable. Rondo CLT found 
that funding the project almost completely with 
public and philanthropic grant money from the 
beginning would help ensure self-sustained long-
term affordability.
This may differ on a case-by-case basis, but in 
most markets, an organization will want to seek 
out as much philanthropic funding as possible 
and take out very few loans that have very low 
or no interest rates. Every dollar that must be 
paid out in principal and interest reduces the 
affordability of the space for small business 
owners. The goal of funding the project should be 
to keep debt payments to an absolute minimum 
in order to keep rents affordable. 
For example, if the common area maintenance 
fees, insurance, reserves, and utilities will cost 
$9.00 per square foot per year to keep 10,000 
square feet of commercial space operating, that 
is the bare minimum price the organization can 
charge for rents. Now, if a loan was used to fund 
the project and required a $10,000 annual debt 
service payment, the bare minimum rent rises to 
$10.00 per square foot. For a small business with 
small profit margins, this increase can make a big 
difference.
Because the presence of debt service payments 
can greatly affect the affordability of the 
commercial space, organizations must rely heavily 
on public and philanthropic dollars. However, 
because affordable commercial development 
is not yet a widespread practice, there are very 
few dollars dedicated to funding these types 
Is a bigger better?
Pursuing a larger project with more housing 
or more commercial space will be more 
cost effective. However, a very large project 
may not suit the needs and desires of the 
community. A commercial CLT must balance 
keeping a project small and community 
oriented, ensuring there are enough units 
and/or space to be economically feasible, and 
being able to raise enough funding to keep 
debt service costs feasible. 
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of projects. This forces organizations to spend 
a significant amount of time garnering interest 
in the project and securing the funding for it. 
Organizations must be creative when piecing 
together funding for a new, innovative project 
such as a commercial CLT. Rondo CLT learned 
many lessons from this process, the most 
important of which will be shared in the second 
half of this report under Lessons Learned. 
Depending on the market and the costs of 
operating the commercial space, the balance 
of grants to loans will differ for every project. 
Some organizations may be able to fund half or 
more of their project with loans and still keep 
commercial rents affordable. Producing financial 
projections early and often will help ensure that 
the project remains on a path to affordability as 
the development progresses.
What if the project needs 
gapfundingwhileoperating?
While Rondo CLT believes it is possible for an 
affordable commercial project be completely 
self-sustaining, there remain many unknowns 
about operating affordable commercial space. 
For this reason, an organization must not only 
create a plan to fund the project up front but also 
create a plan for covering an affordability gap, if 
necessary, once in operation. 
The model Rondo CLT seeks to pilot is a self-
sustaining model. Once the initial investment by 
the organization is made, it should not need any 
operating subsidy. This is similar to the model of 
a residential CLT. Once the property is purchased, 
it should need no further investment from the 
organization. However, this did not prove to be 
the case during and immediately after the 2008 
foreclosure crisis. At that time, Rondo CLT had to 
reinvest in some of its properties and had to seek 
extra funding to do so. 
Organizations should ask themselves how they 
will handle any potential need for affordability 
gap funding once the project is complete. One 
option is to fund a reserve account up front and/
or over time for this purpose. An organization 
should also develop a “crisis plan” for responding 
to an affordability gap. A reserve account may 
reduce affordability, and a crisis plan may put too 
much pressure on the organization and tenant 
in the presence of an affordability gap. These 
options should be carefully considered.
How will the commercial CLT 
be operated?
The question of how to operate affordable 
commercial space so that it is effective and 
successful remains almost wholly unanswered. 
The challenges associated with operating a 
commercial CLT are characterized by the following 
dynamic: “For a commercial development 
to succeed, a CLT must balance the tension 
between fulfilling its mission to the community 
it serves while embracing the often difficult 
business decisions” (Paul A. Sand, see Appendix 
B). This section will outline the questions that 
an organization must answer in preparation for 
successfully balancing those tensions.
Who will make decisions about the 
commercial space?
An organization should make very clear who has 
the authority to make decisions regarding the 
commercial operations. One way to do this is 
to form a committee to oversee the operations 
of the commercial CLT. This committee can be 
formed as a committee of an existing board or 
can be created as a separate entity. It is important 
that there is at least one person on such a 
committee who has professional experience with 
small businesses. A committee like this should 
also include community members to ensure 
the commercial CLT remains owned by the 
community.
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Rondo CLT will be forming an advisory 
committee separate from its board, which 
will include board members, community 
members/stakeholders, professional 
experts, and commercial leaseholders. The 
advisory committee will be responsible for 
reviewing applicants for the commercial 
space, determining the terms of the lease or 
purchase agreement, and providing strategic 
direction for the commercial CLT has a whole. 
All major commercial CLT decisions will go 
through the advisory committee, who will 
then make a recommendation to the Rondo 
CLT board, which is made up of community 
members, professional experts, and residential 
ground leaseholders. The Rondo CLT board 
will have the final say on all major commercial 
CLT decisions. Less consequential operating 
decisions relating to maintenance and assisting 
tenants on a day-to-day basis can be delegated 
to a staff person. 
An alternative form of commercial CLT decision-
making may be to hire a consultant to perform 
the review process. There may be an existing 
organization in the community that provides 
small business expertise and would be well 
suited to performing the types of activities that 
an advisory committee would. For example, 
the Neighborhood Development Center is a 
community development organization that 
provides entrepreneurial training and support 
for neighborhood-based small businesses in St. 
Paul, particularly for people of color and low-
income entrepreneurs. Reviewing applicants 
and making recommendations to the Rondo 
CLT board could fall within the scope of their 
services and an arrangement could be made 
with them for a fee. During this pilot period, 
Rondo CLT chose not to pursue that path 
because best practices for this process had not 
yet been determined. 
If the commercial CLT model becomes 
widespread, more organizations may be created 
that can provide these types of services for 
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commercial CLTs. If choosing to hire the review 
process out, a commercial CLT should be sure to 
select an organization who understands the vision 
of the project and can uphold the values of the 
CLT. 
Operating decisions for a commercial CLT must 
be made both flexibly and objectively, in order 
to serve its target community and to ensure 
transparency in doing so. The decision-making 
body should have clear responsibilities, priorities, 
and guidelines. The decision-making body should 
also allow any affected person or organization to 
be involved in the decision-making process. 
How will tenants be selected?
A commercial CLT should have a clear set of 
criteria to guide priorities when selecting 
tenants. These criteria should be based on the 
goals that the organization has established for 
the commercial project, but the criteria can 
also expand on those goals. Being clear about 
the selection criteria while also maintaining 
flexibility for the decision-making body to choose 
tenants beyond the criteria will maintain both 
accountability to the community and community 
ownership over the outcomes. 
For example, one of Rondo CLT’s goals is to 
develop an African American Cultural Corridor 
along Central Selby. Therefore, they will target 
African American owned small businesses to 
fill the space. Beyond that goal, Rondo CLT 
would also like to prioritize other features of 
the commercial space. For example, Rondo CLT 
wants the project to house businesses that are 
not already available in the community and 
that will increase street vitality. The advisory 
committee will have the flexibility to determine 
what businesses meet these goals. Rondo CLT will 
also prioritize tenants based on the soundness 
and feasibility of their business plan, their 
existing connections to the community, and their 
use of entrepreneurial services provided by the 
Neighborhood Development Center. 
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Organizations may need to be proactive in 
recruiting and developing the types of small 
businesses they would like their commercial CLT 
to house. Well before Rondo CLT broke ground 
on the SMV project, it partnered with the 
Neighborhood Development Center to create the 
Black Apprentice Program to provide business 
training and support to minority business owners. 
This program has since evolved into Plan It! 
An Entrepreneur’s Guide to Success, a twice-
annual, 12-session training that covers business 
planning, marketing, management, and more. 
The businesses that go through this training are 
then, in theory, prepared to lease an affordable 
commercial space from Rondo CLT or in another 
underutilized building in the community.
Howwillaffordablerentsorpurchase
prices be determined?
Setting an affordable rent or purchase price is of 
fundamental importance to the development of 
affordable commercial space. A commercial CLT 
can have all the best intentions, but it will not 
matter if the space is not affordable for the target 
tenants. 
The determination of rents or purchase prices 
will go hand in hand with the question of how 
the project will be funded. If a project uses a 
large amount of private debt to fund the project, 
the rent or purchase price needs to cover that 
debt service. If rents or purchase prices that 
are considered affordable cannot cover the cost 
of the organization’s debt, then the funding 
structure needs to be revisited.
For a commercial CLT to be self-sustaining, the 
rents or ownership fees must be able to cover at 
least common area maintenance fees, insurance, 
debt service, reserves, utilities, and any other 
regular costs of running the building itself (these 
costs may differ if the space is leased or owned). 
Organizations should be creative in finding ways 
to lower these costs. For example, Rondo CLT 
committed early in the development phase to 
make the building energy efficient, which will 
reduce utility costs, both for the building as a 
whole and the tenants. Because Rondo CLT is 
funding its commercial project up front with 
mostly public and philanthropic dollars, the 
increased costs associated with building an 
energy efficient building will not be reflected in a 
higher debt service payment. Other organizations 
relying heavily on private debt may not want to 
make these types of expensive improvements.  
In order to set affordable rents or purchase 
prices and ownership fees, organizations must 
determine what is considered affordable in their 
community. Affordability may be determined 
based on market rents or prices. For Rondo CLT, 
Key Questions“A CLT must balance the tension 
between fulfilling its mission to the community it serves while 
embracing the often difficult business decisions. ”-Paul A. Sand
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the current market rates in this area at the time 
of development are considered affordable—the 
rents or purchase prices that local businesses 
have been able to afford before the area 
gentrifies. During development, Rondo CLT 
surveyed businesses along Central Selby to learn 
more about their rents and costs and determine 
what baseline rents should be for its project. For 
organizations developing in already unaffordable 
areas, affordability may be based on a certain 
percentage of market rates. 
Alternatively, an organization may decide that 
affordability in its community is simply the 
bare minimum cost of the space. Rents or fees 
could be set to just cover the basic costs to 
keep the building running, making the space as 
inexpensive to rent or own as possible. Purchases 
prices could be set at the bare minimum amount 
to cover the organization’s debt on the project. If 
affordability in a community is simply the lowest 
possible price, organizations will have to be 
diligent in their development to keep costs low.
Another option for defining affordability is to 
determine the affordability level on a business-
by-business basis. Rents or purchase prices 
could be based on a percentage of the projected 
revenue of each business. Rent or purchase prices 
could also be set at varying levels depending on 
the type of business and that industry’s standard 
margins. Adjusting rent levels and purchase prices 
depending on the affordability needs of each 
business allows for the possibility of housing 
a business that needs an extremely affordable 
space by covering their share of the cost with 
another business that can afford to pay a slightly 
higher price. However, such an arrangement 
requires maintaining a very delicate balance that 
can easily be disturbed by a small change in one 
of the businesses.
Each of these options for establishing affordability 
has its own drawbacks. The first option may be 
too open-ended for already unaffordable areas—
what percentage of market rate is affordable? The 
second option assumes that the bare minimum 
costs are affordable. The third option requires 
a delicate balance and can raise questions 
of fairness and favoring certain businesses. 
Principles from each of these options should 
be considered in combination to determine 
what definition of affordability will best suit the 
goals of the commercial CLT. For example, an 
organization may determine both a baseline level 
of affordability based on a certain market at a 
certain time and also the absolute minimum price 
they can afford to charge for their space. Then, 
they can allow rents or fees and prices to float 
between or above those values depending on the 
needs of an individual business. 
When determining affordable rents and prices, 
it is important to remember that the cost of a 
commercial space for a small business is more 
than just the rent or mortgage payments—it also 
costs to build out their space. Build out costs can 
be extraordinary and can be enough to make 
an affordable space unaffordable for certain 
businesses. 
What type of support will you provide 
tenants?
One of the principles of a commercial CLT is 
stewardship, of both the property and the 
tenants. This means that a commercial CLT must 
provide support to its tenants to ensure that they 
are successful, beyond just providing affordable 
space. The following is a sampling of ways that 
an organization can provide support to their 
commercial CLT tenants.
ActingasaResource
At the very least, an organization should make 
itself available as a resource for the tenants of the 
commercial CLT for any questions they may have 
or assistance they may need. An organization may 
want to assign a staff person as the contact for 
their tenants.  An advisory committee or board 
may be able to provide strategic direction and 
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community input for the tenants. Partners on the 
project may be able to provide specific business-
related assistance. Bear in mind that some 
tenants will require a lot of support and some 
tenants will rarely be heard from. 
Harnessing Community Partnerships
One organization does not have to do it all. 
Commercial CLTs should partner with other 
organizations in the community that can help 
support tenants. Rondo CLT, for example, has 
partnered with the Neighborhood Development 
Center to provide training and support for small 
business management and operations. A funding 
organization that will provide low-interest loans 
with favorable terms to tenants may also make a 
good partner.
AssistingwithBuildOutCosts
As mentioned above, build out costs can make 
commercial space prohibitively expensive for a 
small business, even if their rent or mortgage 
payments are considered affordable. A 
commercial CLT should explore ways to provide 
their tenants with grants or no-/low-interest 
loans to assist in funding their build out costs so 
that the costs of their commercial space remain 
affordable. 
MarketingtheDevelopment
A commercial CLT should consider advertising and 
marketing the development and the businesses 
within it. Small businesses with small margins 
likely do not have a large advertising budget, but 
the commercial CLT could harness the collective 
power of all the businesses in the development. 
The organization could promote the development 
to local publications, organize events at the site 
of the development, and publish and display 
targeted advertisements in the community and 
beyond.
Successful Businesses in a Commercial CLT
A commercial CLT may be questioned on its plan in the event that a tenant is successful. Behind this 
question is the assumption that if providing affordable commercial space, only businesses which 
require affordable space should have access to it. Affordable commercial space is one goal of a 
commercial CLT, but it is not the only goal. For Rondo CLT, it wants to provide affordable commercial 
space to small businesses with small profit margins, but they also want to support an African 
American Cultural Corridor and increase street vitality. If a small business with small margins is 
granted space in the commercial CLT, and it becomes successful and no longer technically requires 
affordable space, Rondo CLT will consider this a success. 
This outcome resembles the residential CLT model—if a low-income household purchases a CLT 
house and then their incomes rises, this is a success and not a situation that needs to be mitigated. 
It does not incentivize success to make a successful business vacate in order to give the space to 
another small business with small profit margins, or to increase rents with no ceiling as a business 
becomes successful. These situations are also not ideal for the commercial CLT, the tenant, or the 
community. 
A commercial CLT is not designed to be an incubator, where tenants are meant to get their business 
up and running and then move on. It is designed to be a place to foster success for tenants and 
build capacity in the community. If a tenant is successful and there are other small businesses that 
need affordable commercial space, consider another development. 
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SupportingStrugglingTenants
A commercial CLT will have to decide how 
much time and money it is willing to invest to 
assist a tenant who is failing to pay their rent or 
mortgage. It is in the organization’s best interest 
to provide support and emergency funding, if 
available, to help the business be successful but 
also to cut ties with any businesses that will not 
be able make their payments in the long term. 
The specific needs of the struggling business 
should be addressed as needed by the staff and 
advisory committee or board, but hard limits for 
how much support the organization will provide 
should be established before the tenant signs a 
lease or purchases the space.
SupportingOtherSmallBusinesses
A commercial CLT does not exist in a vacuum. 
The need for support for small business owners 
with small margins is not limited to the tenants 
of one project. An organization will likely want to 
provide support not just to its tenants but also 
to other small businesses in the community to 
serve their greater mission. This assistance could 
support potential tenants or other businesses 
whose success will reflect well on the community 
and its other businesses. 
Rondo CLT has provided this kind of support by 
partnering with the Neighborhood Development 
Center to provide small business training targeted 
to minority entrepreneurs and business owners 
in the area. Rondo CLT has also created a small 
fund to assist other small business owners in 
the area, including African American business 
owners who still have limited access to traditional 
streams of capital. 
Other ways to support small businesses in the 
community include hosting events that spotlight 
the community and its businesses, creating 
business mentorship or apprenticeship programs, 
and participating in community business 
associations.
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How will tenants build 
equity?
A key function of the residential CLT model is 
providing the CLT’s ground leaseholders with an 
equity payout at the time of sale. In a commercial 
CLT, providing equity to its business owners 
is more challenging, although still the most 
desirable outcome. While at the time of this 
report Rondo CLT had decided to postpone any 
plans for an equity payout until cash flows are 
realized in operations, Rondo CLT still believes 
that a commercial CLT structure that allows for 
an equity payout is possible. Rondo CLT will 
continue to explore that structure once its project 
is complete and some unknowns, such as if the 
model works at all, become known. Until then, 
other organizations can get creative with this 
question of how to provide tenants with equity 
and help them build wealth.
Beyond the traditional formula for limited-
equity at sale discussed earlier in this report, 
a commercial CLT can find other ways to 
provide a pay out to its tenants. For example, 
in a lease structure, a tenant could elect for 
the organization to put a small portion of their 
rent into a reserve to be distributed back to the 
tenant when they leave (alternatively, a tenant 
may elect to forgo this and pay a slightly lower 
rent). Another option may be for the commercial 
CLT to develop a “profit-sharing” system, where 
any additional cash from a good year with low 
vacancies and low costs could be distributed 
back to the tenants. A profit-sharing system can 
also create additional incentives for tenants to 
be accountable and work together to make the 
whole project a success.
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Lessons Learned
While the SMV project is not yet completed, let 
alone in operations, several important lessons 
can be gleaned from the exploratory, planning, 
and development phases of the project. These 
lessons will be further detailed below.
Conduct due diligence.
Don’t be afraid to expand the scope of the 
project.
Engagethecommunityearlyandoften.
Frame the project beyond economic 
development.
Create a strong team with strategic partnerships. 
Secure some tenants early.
Conduct Due Diligence
The recommendation to conduct due 
diligence was given to Rondo CLT at the 
beginning of its planning phase, when they 
commissioned a William Mitchell law student 
to study the presence of commercial land 
trust models nationally (see Appendix B). This 
recommendation was referring specifically to 
acquiring land, but the lesson can be applied 
to every step of the process: meeting with 
stakeholders, applying for funding, selecting 
partners, gathering community support, 
performing market studies, understanding local 
regulations, and more. Conducting due diligence 
means that an organization should not pursue 
an affordable commercial development in the 
quickest or easiest way but in the way that will 
best serve the goals of the commercial CLT and its 
community.
For example, the sites that Rondo CLT ultimately 
chose for the SMV project are both considered 
small from a development and funding 
perspective. This is one of the reasons the sites 
sat vacant for decades—market rents in this area 
would not be able to cover the cost of building on 
a small site. It would have been easier and less 
expensive for Rondo CLT to choose a different 
site, but one of its goals was to revitalize Central 
Selby specifically by developing vacant lots. These 
sites were chosen after studying the feasibility of 
a project on University Avenue with its new light 
rail but also considering where the project will 
have the greatest impact.
In a similar vein, it is important to spend time 
engaging with stakeholders (including community 
members and potential funders) to gain a wide 
range of support. With a new concept like the 
commercial CLT, it can take a lot of time to 
convince people that it is worth supporting, 
but support from key stakeholders will attract 
more support from other stakeholders. Be 
sure to maintain good relationships with all 
these stakeholders over the length of the 
project by listening and responding to their 
concerns. This can be especially important with 
government stakeholders who have the power 
to influence the fate of the project. When 
performing interviews for this report, Rondo 
CLT was consistently praised for its patience and 
commitment to its stakeholders, which was also 
cited as a major factor in the project’s success to 
date.
Engage the Community Early 
andOften
Engaging the community ensures that the project 
remains community owned and also helps 
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prevent any development roadblocks that can 
come from community members during the local 
approval process. Engaging the community often 
can be particularly important if the planning and 
development phases last several years in order 
to keep the community engaged and interested. 
Beyond the support of the board which is 
comprised of community members, Rondo CLT 
met with community members beyond the 
local requirements to share proposals, gather 
feedback, and learn more about community 
needs and interests.
A commercial CLT must keep in mind that its 
project does not exist in a vacuum. It exists within 
an existing community with its existing issues. 
Think about how the project will relate to these 
issues and try to mitigate them early on. For 
example, during the early development stage 
of the SMV project, two popular restaurants 
opened across the street from one of the vacant 
sites. These new restaurants raised parking 
concerns among nearby residents, and Rondo 
CLT understood that their project would also 
contribute to these problems. Rondo CLT chose to 
deal with these issues immediately as they arose 
and hosted a meeting with residents, business 
owners, landlords, and city staff to mitigate 
parking concerns early and solicit feedback for 
keeping parking concerns managed when the 
SMV project is complete.
Create a Strong Team with 
Strategic Partnerships
Putting together a strong team with deep 
knowledge on the various pieces of your project 
and making strategic partnerships with other 
organizations who can provide their services and 
expertise will take a project far. This is especially 
important for small organizations or organizations 
who do not have much experience developing 
property. Creating a strong team with credible 
partners can inspire goodwill and interest from 
funders, the community, and other stakeholders. 
It is important that this team include not just 
professional experts but also community 
members that can speak to the importance of the 
project. In addition, partnerships should only be 
made with organizations that can appreciate and 
uphold the commercial CLT’s mission and values. 
When bringing on large, experienced partners, a 
commercial CLT should also be sure to maintain 
a high degree of leadership and control over the 
project to ensure it remains community owned.
Rondo CLT’s committee for the SMV project 
is comprised of several board members, 
including a community member, a local small 
business owner, and an experienced economic 
development lawyer, as well as a Rondo CLT staff 
person. It hired an architect, Cermak Rhoades 
Architects, who specializes in nonprofit projects. 
It brought on an experienced housing consultant, 
Barb Broen of Broen Housing Consultants. It 
partnered with a reputable affordable housing 
development corporation, Community Housing 
Development Corporation, who specializes in 
financing multi-family housing with Low Income 
Housing Tax Credits. Its lawyer, Angela Christy, 
is one of the most respected housing and 
community development lawyers in the state. 
Throughout the interviews for this report, Rondo 
CLT was lauded for putting together an impressive 
team that is also grounded in the community and 
mission.
Frame the Project beyond 
Economic Development
In the early stages of the SMV project, when 
meeting with potential funders, one funder 
recommended that Rondo CLT put its social 
mission at the forefront of this project: to provide 
affordable commercial space for African American 
owned businesses. This extends the project 
beyond just an economic development project 
and gives it a more unique impact that can attract 
more interest from funders. In interviews for 
this report, many interviewees insisted that the 
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emotion the SMV project carries makes people 
interested and excited about it. This is the first 
step to gaining support and/or funding.
Don’t Be Afraid to Expand 
the Scope of the Project
A commercial CLT project will be more impactful 
if the organization pursues more than just the 
bare minimum. Utilize partnerships. Apply 
for existing pools of money. Include an art 
component. Include programming. Try new 
things. Chart new territory. The novelty of your 
ideas may be what funders are attracted to.
Secure Some Tenants Early
Recruiting and securing potential tenants during 
the planning and development phase can provide 
a huge benefit to the project in many ways. 
First, knowing that there are real people with 
real businesses awaiting affordable commercial 
space takes the project from theory to reality 
for funders. Rather than reviewing reports that 
describe the demand for affordable commercial 
space and reading narratives about the 
disadvantages that certain areas or populations 
face, funders can be introduced to the very 
people who will benefit most from the project.
Additionally, securing tenants early takes some 
of the guesswork out of developing commercial 
space. You will be able to change the plans based 
on the needs of the tenant. This can help reduce 
build out costs to the tenant and organization by 
including those costs in the original development.
At the same time, a commercial CLT should be 
sure to leave several spaces available when the 
project is completed so that other small business 
owners in the community can demonstrate 
their interest and be considered for the project, 
ensuring that there is a chance for them to be 
included.
Lessons Learned
From a development standpoint, developing affordable commercial space is in many ways the same as developing any other type of property. 
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Rondo CLT believes the commercial CLT model 
can be used successfully in a variety of situations 
and for a variety of reasons. This includes 
revitalizing a depressed area, whether in an 
urban neighborhood or rural small town. The 
model can also be used to create opportunity 
for excluded populations in booming areas. 
Governments, nonprofits, religious institutions, 
and other organizations can find value in pursuing 
a commercial CLT for their communities. 
In any form, a commercial CLT can provide a 
number of benefits to a community, including but 
not limited to:
• Providing affordable commercial space for 
small businesses
• Gaining community control over the future of 
the neighborhood
• Building wealth for small business owners
• Creating jobs
• Revitalizing a neighborhood 
• Increasing the tax base
• Pursuing a social mission
In order for the commercial CLT model to be 
most successful and widespread, the following 
policy changes need to be enacted. Without the 
addition of these types of structural support, 
many organizations may find the commercial CLT 
model too challenging and expensive to even 
begin exploring its possibilities. 
• The tax code can be used both to incentivize 
organizations to provide affordable 
commercial space and to lessen the tax 
burden on small businesses with small 
margins.
• The approval process for development can 
be streamlined at the local level. This is 
particularly important in the development 
of affordable commercial space. Longer 
development processes cost more money and 
that will affect the bottom line affordability 
for tenants.
• Government and philanthropic institutions 
can create separate pots of funding reserved 
for creating affordable commercial space, 
entrepreneurial development, and small 
business assistance.
While developing a commercial CLT is 
challenging and will not change the face of our 
neighborhoods as we know them, the model 
is another tool that governments, nonprofits, 
and other organizations can use to shape their 
community. The commercial CLT model helps fill 
the gap in any community’s power to impact its 
economy. While the model is new, Rondo CLT has 
received near unanimous enthusiasm for its SMV 
project, and with a combination of public support 
and ingenuity, it is determined to establish a 
working model and prove its value.
Looking Forward
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Other Resources
For more information on the historic Rondo 
neighborhood, see the Minnesota Historical 
Society (http://libguides.mnhs.org/rondo).
Rondo CLT partnered with the Greater Frogtown 
Community Development Corporation and 
Donjek to study the commercial land trust 
feasibility along University Avenue in St. 
Paul. This report was one of the very first 
steps towards Rondo CLT’s SMV project and 
outlined the possible structures and issues 
for commerical land trusts. This report, titled 
“Commercial Land Trust Feasibility,” can be 
found online (http://cltnetwork.org/wp-content/
uploads/2013/12/2012-Commercial-Land-Trust.
pdf).
The Institute for Local Self-Reliance published 
an article in 2016 titled “Affordable Space: 
How Rising Commercial Rents Are Threatening 
Independent Businesses, and What Cities Are 
Doing About It.” This report examines the causes 
of rising commerical rents and outlines the 
various ways that governments and organizations 
can respond. This report can be found online 
(https://ilsr.org/affordable-space/).
Photos, business records, oral histories and 
more about the historic Rondo neighborhood 
of St. Paul are being compiled and presented at 
RememberingRondo.org. This website includes a 
map of documented businesses in Rondo prior to 
the construction of the highway.
Additional documents from Rondo CLT’s planning 
and development process have been attached for 
reference. These documents include:
• Appendix A: Legal Feasibility Study Memo. 
This memo details a study done by law 
students on the legal feasibility of Rondo CLT 
pursuing commercial development.
• Appendix B: CLT Commercial Development 
Research Memo. This memo details a study 
done by a law student on commercial 
developments by CLTs at the time.
• Appendix C: 20 Questions for a Commercial 
CLT. This document is Rondo CLT’s response 
to a funder’s questions about a commercial 
CLT development.
• Appendix D: Sample Tenant Selection 
Criteria. This document is a sample of 
Rondo CLT’s tenant selection criteria, which 
will be used by the committee to review 
candidates and make recommendations to 
the board.
• Appendix E: Sample Memorandum of 
Understanding. This document is an 
example of the kind of strategic partnership 
that can be established between a 
commercial CLT and other community 
organizations.
• Appendix F: Flyer for “Plan It!: An 
Entrepreneur’s Guide to Success.” This 
is a flyer for the entrepreneurial training 
program provided by Neighborhood 
Development Center in partnership with 
Rondo CLT.
• Appendix G: Sample Community 
Engagement Flyer. This document is an 
example of the community engagement 
that Rondo CLT practiced early in the 
development process.
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The Rondo Community Land Trust Affordable Commercial Project 
How will the Rondo CLT Commercial Land Trust Work? Twenty Frequently Asked Questions. 
 
1. Who will own the land? Why will the Limited Partnership own the land and not Rondo CLT? 
 
The land and the buildings will all be owned by a Limited Partnership.  Rondo CLT and Community 
Housing Development Corporation (CHDC) will be general partners in the limited partnership and be 
responsible for major decisions.  
  
The largest share of the funding comes from Low Income Housing Tax Credits. The structure of that 
funding mechanism means that limited partners (the investors) will only put up the funds if their risk is 
minimized. It would be difficult, probably impossible, to attract the investors if they had a long term 
lease rather than outright ownership of the land. As stated immediately above, Rondo CLT and CHDC as 
general partners will be responsible for major decisions. 
 
2. Why the Master Lease for the commercial space? 
 
The goal of Rondo CLT is to provide long-term affordable commercial space. A long-term, no cost, Master 
Lease from the Limited Partnership will assure that Rondo CLT has control of the commercial space and 
can assure its long-term affordability. This long-term lease will mimic the land leases used on the 
residential land trust houses.  The terms of the lease will allow Rondo to make improvements, borrow 
funds against the property and, most important, lease out the commercial spaces to tenants at 
affordable rates. 
 
3. Who will decide which tenants are selected for the commercial space? 
 
The Rondo CLT board will establish a committee that will be responsible for selecting the commercial 
tenants.  This committee will be made up of Rondo CLT board members and stakeholders from the 
community. The committee's decisions will be guided by tenant selection criteria, a pre-determined set of 
criteria that will be publicly available.  This open system will ensure that the tenant selection process will 
be fair and unbiased and will target businesses that accomplish the community goals. 
  
4. Who will pay the commercial part of the property taxes and the utility costs?  
 
Commercial leases typically include two types of payments, the base lease rate and the Common Area 
Maintenance (CAM) payment. We are proposing to include a number of expenses including property 
taxes and common area utilities in the CAM payment rather than in the base lease payment.  Therefore, 
the taxes will be paid by the tenants through their proportionate share of the CAM payment.  
Each commercial space will have its own utility services and utility meters and will pay directly for the 
utilities each commercial tenant uses.  
 
5. Will commercial tenants have the ability to purchase their space? 
 
The over-riding goal of the commercial part of this project is to provide long-term affordable commercial 
space and this is accomplished by minimizing the amortizing debt on the project and using public and 
private funds to cover the majority of the capital costs. This structure severely limits the opportunity for a 
private owner to sell his/her commercial space at a profit, even under some equity sharing formula could 
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be devised. Rondo CLT has been exploring ideas but has not come up with an acceptable model for the 
sale of commercial space that balances the long term affordability with the equity appreciation for the 
seller.  
 
Using public and foundation funds to finance much of the project has the effect of minimizing the 
amount of amortizing debt. This benefits the project because monthly mortgage payments are small; 
most of the monthly costs to the business owners are operating costs. This is how the commercial space 
is kept affordable. If a business owner were able to realize a profit by selling his/her share, the sale 
would require increased debt on the property, thereby reducing affordability for the next business.  
 
6. How will the cost of the commercial space remain affordable into the future? 
 
Rondo Community Land Trust, a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization, has as part of its mission to “support 
and celebrate cultural diversity by providing affordable business opportunities to increase community 
economic wealth, property values and jobs.” 
 
As noted in the answers above, Rondo will maintain long-term affordability of the commercial space 
through the financing tools used to develop the project. In addition, the buildings are being built to be 
very energy efficient, thereby reducing the annual utility costs. Finally, Rondo as a non-profit does not 
need to take profits from the project and will keep the lease payments as low as is practical in fulfillment 
of its mission.  
 
7. How was the monthly commercial tenant lease payments determined? Can the monthly lease 
payments be increased? 
 
Each commercial tenant pays a share of the following costs based on their share of the total commercial 
square footage in the buildings.  Costs included in the Base Lease Payment: 
- Mortgage payments 
- Annual deposit into the replacement reserve 
- An allowance to cover vacancies  
- Marketing and management costs 
- A "debt service coverage factor" equal to about 20% of the monthly mortgage payment.  This is 
a cushion required by the mortgage lender to insure that the mortgage payments can still be 
made even if there are unexpected expenses.         
 
In addition, commercial tenants will pay their proportionate share of the following common expenses 
(the CAM payment explained in question 4). The CAM payment will cover: 
- Snow  plowing 
- Taxes  
- Insurance 
- Common area utilities 
- Parking lot and exterior maintenance 
-  
These common area expenses will also be shared with the residential portion of the project.  
 
The monthly lease payments will need to increase as costs increase. But over half of the Base Lease 
Payment is the mortgage payment, which is fixed (will not increase). As a result, the lease payments will 
increase at a slower rate than costs increase.   
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8. How long will the commercial space be affordable for small businesses? 
 
The commercial space will be permanently affordable for small businesses. This is ensured by the non-
profit ownership and the project financial structure. 
 
9. Who will be the owner of the first floor commercial space? 
 
The first floor commercial space will be owned by a Limited Partnership. The Limited Partnership will 
have Rondo CLT and Community Housing Development Corporation as the general partners (thus, the 
decision-makers).  Rondo CLT will enter into a long-term master lease with the Limited Partnership for all 
of the first floor commercial space. This long term master lease will give Rondo CLT rights and obligations 
similar to out-right ownership. This is further explained in the answer to question 2. 
 
10. What makes this project different from other mixed-use project that includes affordable housing 
and commercial space? 
 
When an affordable housing project includes commercial space, the businesses there often (not always) 
are selected with some public purpose criteria, such as neighborhood desires. Others are only limited by 
zoning requirements. This project has a primary goal of providing long-term affordable commercial 
space, which is rarely, or never, an expressed goal.  
 
Typically, in those other projects the financing is structured so that the commercial leases will cover both 
the original commercial development costs and the on-going commercial operating costs. Given the cost 
of new construction, these lease payments usually end up at the very upper end of the market. Without 
the expressed goal of maintaining long term affordability, other mixed-use commercial projects are free 
to increase the commercial rents based on what the market will bear, rather than limiting the rental 
increases to a level that is sufficient to cover increased costs.  
 
The escalating cost of leasing commercial space that is occurring in many cities in Minnesota and 
throughout the nation threatens the future of small, independent businesses, especially in their early 
stages. As the Institute for Local Self-Reliance noted in a report released in April 2016, “Just as there’s a 
public stake in the availability of affordable housing, so too is there a public interest in the commercial 
side of the built environment. Having a healthy independent business sector is closely tied to other 
municipal policy priorities, including reducing climate emissions, expanding jobs, lessening economic 
inequality, and strengthening the social fabric of neighborhoods.” The report identifies “community 
ownership” as a strategy that “offers viable opportunities for local entrepreneurs and continues to house 
businesses that suit the surrounding neighborhood.” 
 
11. Why two buildings and not just one large building with underground parking? 
 
There are several reasons: 
 
1) Creation of affordable commercial space is a primary goal. If the project were a single building it 
would reduce the amount of affordable commercial space by more than one third. 
2) Another goal is to revitalize the neighborhood. There are two long-vacant parcels of land which 
have been a blighting influence on the neighborhood.  A single building would only address one 
of the two parcels and would lessen the impact on neighborhood revitalization. 
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3) Design that fits the community fabric is important. A single building would have to be at least 4 
stories in order to get the same number of residential units.  Most of the mixed use buildings in 
the community are 2 stories. There are a few three story buildings, but four stories is really out of 
character for the community.  A few years ago a developer proposed a four story building which 
was roundly rejected by the neighborhood. 
4) Finally, underground parking is very expensive. The additional cost of the underground parking 
would offset most of the potential savings gained through building just one structure. 
 
12. Does the neighborhood support this project? 
 
Yes - this project has been reviewed and approved by the Summit University Planning Council on several 
occasions.  In addition, Rondo has met with the immediate neighbors several times to get their feedback 
on the plans, and these neighbors have been supportive. We have formal letters of support from the 
Summit University Planning Council and other neighborhood organizations, including the St. Paul 
Chapter of the NAACP, Walker West Music Academy, the Selby Avenue Action Coalition, Neighborhood 
Development Center, and Mississippi Market. The project also has the expressed written support of the 
City Councilmember for the area, Dai Thao. 
 
13. Who will own the buildings and how will the ownership be divided? 
 
As noted in the answer to question #1, the land and the buildings will all be owned by a Limited 
Partnership.  Rondo CLT and Community Housing Development Corporation (CHDC) will be general 
partners in the limited partnership and be responsible for major decisions.  
The land and both buildings will be held by one ownership entity. Ownership will not be divided.  
 
14. Who are the partners in the development and what are their roles? 
 
Rondo CLT and Community Housing Development Corporation (CHDC), two 501(c)(3) non-profit 
organizations, will be general partners in the limited partnership and be responsible for major decisions.  
The Limited Partners have hired BDC Management to manage both the housing and commercial space, 
and they have and Neighborhood Network for seniors to provide on-going services to the senior housing 
residents.  
 
CHDC will have primary responsibility for the housing portion and RCLT for the commercial space. 
 
15. How long will the housing units be affordable for low-income seniors? 
 
The senior housing units will remain affordable for a minimum of 30 years under the terms of the Low 
Income Tax Credit Program. Any time after year 15 the non-profit general partners (Rondo CLT and 
CHDC) will have the first right to purchase the housing and keep it affordable to low-income seniors. Both 
are non-profits whose missions revolve around provision of affordable Housing.   
 
16. What happens once the tax credit investors are no longer a part of the project? Who will own the 
project and will it remain affordable? 
 
The General Partners will have the first right to purchase after the investors are no longer a part of the 
project. The goal is to have them exercise their option and purchase the senior housing to keep it 
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affordable for low-income seniors. Both Rondo CLT and CHDC are committed to keeping both the housing 
and commercial space affordable for the long term, in keeping with their missions. 
 
17. How is the project being funded? 
 
The project will be funded through a combination of City of St. Paul funds, State of Minnesota, 
Foundation and Corporate Foundation funds, Metropolitan Council funding, Capital Area Watershed 
District and Federal Tax Credits.  The total project costs will be 12,217,300.  
 
18. Who will live in the live-work units and why are they a part of the project? 
 
The live-work units are designed for persons that have a small business that will benefit from ‘store front’ 
access and a small amount of work space. Some of the existing buildings on Selby have retail space on 
the first floor and living units on the second floor. The creation of live-work units on Selby is included in 
both the Summit-University Planning Council’s Small Area Plan and the City of St. Paul’s Long Range Plan. 
 
19. Who will manage the project once it is completed? 
 
Both the residential and the commercial portions of the project will be managed by BDC Management 
Company. BDC was established in 1990, and currently manages 46 developments. Their extensive 
portfolio includes townhomes, apartments, cooperatives, and commercial space, including several mixed 
use commercial and residential properties.  
 
20. Can this type of project be replicated in other neighborhood commercial corridors? 
 
Yes. We think the model could be replicated in other neighborhood commercial corridors. We have 
started to document the project with lessons learned to-date and how decisions were made and why. 
After the first tenants have moved in, we will have a better idea of how keeping the commercial space 
affordable over time is working and what adjustments may be required to keep it affordable. 
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AppendixD:SampleTenantSelection
Criteria
SELBY-MILTON-VICTORIA BUSINESS SELECTION PLAN 
 
SELECTION CRITERIA 
The commercial space is being developed with the goals of creating an African American 
business node with affordable commercial space for new, expanding and relocating businesses. 
The selection criteria are designed to prioritize leasing the commercial space to those businesses 
that will contribute to this goal.  The following criteria will be used in order to determine if a 
business contributes to these goals.  
- Increasing vitality and street traffic 
- Business owners with connections to the community 
- African American business owners  
- The financial soundness and feasibility of the business plan 
- No chains or franchises 
- Compatible with the Senior Housing which will be built upstairs 
- Has participated/is participating in the NDC program 
- Providing goods/services needed by the community – that are not already in the 
community – for example: 
o Copy shop 
o Professionals 
 Accountant 
 Therapist  
 Attorney 
o Restaurants  
o Hardware store 
o Electronics repair 
o Shoe repair  
o Tailor  
o Artists 
o Optical Store 
o Book store (new and/or used) 
o Animal groomer 
 
WHO MAKES THE DECISION? 
- The Rondo Board will appoint an advisory committee of 5-7 members, including 
community members, stake holders, professionals with knowledge about small 
businesses and at least one member of the Rondo CLT board.   
- The committee will review applicant information, interview applicants, make a 
recommendation which they write up.   
- Recommendation will go to the board for final approval.   
- Rejected applicants request a meeting with the board for a listening session. 
Applicants who are rejected should be told why they are rejected.  They can reapply at a later 
date as circumstances change.  
 
Applications will need to include the following information 
- New businesses will have to document that they have been through the NDC training 
program 
- New businesses need to show us their business plan 
- Existing businesses 3 years of financials 
- A statement – why do they want to locate in this community 
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Appendix E: Sample Memorandum of 
Understanding
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING 
 
New working relationship between 
Merriam Park Living At Home/Block Nurse Program, d.b.a. Neighborhood Network for Seniors 
and  
CHDC Rondo Limited Partnership 
Agreement Period: Thirty Six Months - From August 1, 2017 to July 31, 2020 
(Renewal as needed and mutually agreed) 
 
The following pertains to the planned Selby Avenue senior housing communities known as Selby Milton Victoria. 
 
The undersigned Neighborhood Network for Seniors (NNFS) representative agrees to provide the following as a 
member of this on-going partnership. 
 
During the pre-development phase NNFS will assist Rondo Community Land Trust during the pre-occupancy stages 
with planning for initial services and resources that will be available to residents. 
 
Once the building has been completed NNFS will provide the following services: 
1. Health Care Services - Provide the services of our Outreach Nurse for wellness services (blood pressure 
checks, foot care clinics, etc.) as requested by staff of Rondo Community Land Trust (RCLC) or 
Community Development Housing Corporation (CDHC). 
2. Work with resident groups to identify programming needs and interests and organize Community 
Building Activities. 
3. Self - Reliance & Life Skills - Collaborate with RCLC and CDHC to provide evidence based programs, 
workshops and educational opportunities that support the health, wellness and independence of their 
residents. Examples of these programs include: Chronic Disease Self-Management groups for individuals 
with diabetes or heart disease, Walk with Ease Matter of Balance exercise programs, workshops on internet 
safety, an introduction to local resources, etc. 
4. Volunteer Opportunities - Provide opportunities for residents to volunteer to help local seniors and/or 
assist with or lead programs and activities. 
5. Information and Referral - Provide access assistance, care coordination services, volunteer services, and 
outreach nursing visits to seniors and caregivers living at the Selby Avenue communities.   
6. Case Management - work with residents to assess their current and near future needs related to Health, 
Personal care, caregiver services and engagement (work, volunteering and socializing) and develop a plan 
to help the individual achieve their goals in any of these areas.   
7. Transportation - coordinate transportation to health related appointments. 
8. Assist residents in completing paperwork for public assistance programs (Elderly Waiver, Alternative 
Care, SNAP, etc.) as requested by the individual. 
9. Collaborate with the licensed home care provider we partner with (currently Recover Health) to provide 
skilled RN and Home Health Aide services on an affordable/sliding scale basis. 
10. Assist the staff of RCLC and CDHC with information and resources related to resident needs 
 
The undersigned CHDC Rondo Limited Partnership representative agrees to provide the following as a member of 
this on-going partnership. 
 
1. Provide residents with information regarding services available from Neighborhood Network for Seniors 
2. Collaborate with Neighborhood Network for Seniors’ staff to provide evidence based programs, workshops 
and educational opportunities that support the health, wellness and independence of their residents. 
3. Provide meeting space for collaboratively planned programs and wellness services.  
 
  
Neighborhood Network for Seniors  
 
By: ____________________________________  
              Alison Schaub 
Title:     Executive Director 
Date:  __________________________________  
CHDC Rondo Limited Partnership 
By: ____________________________________  
Elizabeth Flannery,  
Title:  Chief Manager/President, CHDC Rondo GP 
LLC, General Partner 
Date: ___________________________________  
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Appendix F: Flyer for “Plan It!: An 
Entreprenuer’s Guide to Success”
Plan It! An Entrepreneur’s Guide to Success will 
help you research, write and confidently articulate 
a strong business plan.
WANT TO START YOUR 
OWN BUSINESS?
This program helps you create a solid foundation for your business by 
giving you essential knowledge and tools to implement your idea. Your 
business plan will maximize your efforts and help to secure financing 
from Neighborhood Development Center. Through group sessions and 
one-on-one consultations you can make your business idea a reality!
12-Session Course Outline:
Attributes For Success
Planning For Business Success
The Market - Customers And Competition
Marketing And Branding
Web-Based Marketing
Credit And Financing
Management And Operations
Alumni Speaker/Competition Reporting
Financial Planning: Part 1
Financial Planning: Part 2
Are You Ready?
Graduation!
Let’s Get Started!
To apply, visit ndc-mn.org/planit or call us at 651-291-2480. To pick up or 
drop off an application in person, you may also visit Rondo Community 
Land Trust at 626 Selby Ave, St. Paul, MN 55104.
ENTREPRENEUR
TRAINING
SMALL BUSINESS
LOANS
BUSINESS
SERVICES
INCUBATORS
& REAL ESTATE
1
2
3
4
Neighborhood Development 
Center is a nonprofit that works 
with entrepreneurs to maximize 
their business potential. We offer 
low-cost business services to 
start-up and existing businesses 
in targeted neighborhoods. Our 
services include:
NDC-MN.ORG   |   651-291-2480
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Appendix G: Sample Community 
Engagement Flyer
*lmltJ
Rondo Community Land Trust 
M·e.e.ting wlt_h ��eighb'Qris· and ·th� 1 .R'pndo·1 Com·m.unit¥- Land 
Trust to, R'eviejw:�and1 orscuss,Jtfte· Redevelopm:e.nt: PropQ�al 
for-838 Selb)y-11and 94.0: Sell.:>y_. 
DATE: Friday, January 23rd
PLACE: Golden Thyme Cafe (Corner of Milton & Selby) 
TIME: 5:30 pm to 6:30PM 
The Rondo Community Land Trust (CLT) is proposing to develop the two City owned (HRA) vacant sites at 
838 Selby and 940 Selby. The project will include long term affordable commercial space on the first floor 
and provide affordable housing units on the second and third levels. The project will include 35 units of 
affordable senior housing at or below 60% of HUD medium incomes. The project will be 2 building located 
about one block apart along Selby Avenue in St. Paul. The building at 940 Selby will have 10 units and about 
3150 square feet of commercial space. The building at Victoria and Selby will have 23 units and about 1,922 
sq. ft. of commercial. Total project costs are projected to be $8,114,000. 
The project is being led by two neighborhood residents, Mychael Wright, and Charles Bradley. Both are life­
long residents of the Summit-University Community and are Rondo Community Land Trust Board Members. 
As a neighbor adjacent to the project, Rondo staff and Development Team members want to discuss with 
you the proposal and get your feedback and concerns. 
The experienced Development Team is creating a new model that provides an effective, equitable and sus­
tainable approach to maintaining and supporting local, minority owned businesses. The small business par­
ticipants will enroll in the Neighborhood Development Center's (NDC) business training and education pro­
grams. Additionally, a Black Apprentice Project is being developed to form a base of Selby Avenue small busi­
ness owners. 
This project is one component of the broader African American Heritage Corridor Commercial District (AHC­
CD), a community economic development initiative that celebrates the Rondo community's heritage. The 
concept for the project was developed by community members who understand that small minority owned 
businesses play a central role in the economic health of the community. In order to reduce the risk of gentri­
fication, the commercial land trust will secure long-term, affordable small business space and affordable 
housing units on Selby, specifically targeted to benefit historically disadvantaged groups 
If you have any questions before the meeting, please feel free to contact Greg Finzell, staff at Rondo CLT at 
651-221-9884 or Mychael Wright at ------------.
626 Selby Avenue • St. Paul, MN 55104 • 651-221-9884 • www.rondoclt.org 
